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Channel Assignment Schemes for
Infrastructure-Based 802.11 WLANs: A Survey

Surachai Chieochan, Ekram Hossain, and Jeffrey Diamond

Abstract—Efficient channel assignment is crucial for successful
deployment and operation of IEEE 802.11-based WLANs. In this
article we present a survey on the state of the art channel as-
signment schemes in IEEE 802.11-based WLANs. After detailing
out all the schemes, we provide a qualitative comparison among
different schemes in terms of algorithm execution behaviors,
complexity, and scalability. We then conclude the survey with
several research issues open for further investigation.

Index Terms—Channel allocation, channel assignment, IEEE
802.11, network planning, resource allocation, wireless network-
ing.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE primarily to its unlicensed frequency band of opera-

tion and low-cost equipments, the IEEE 802.11-based

wireless access technology, also known as WiFi, has been

widely deployed in local area networks (LAN) such as homes,

coffee shops, public hotspots, inventories, airports, large or-

ganizations, etc. A typical deployment of this technology is

shown in Fig. 1. Based on how they are managed, wireless

LANs (WLAN) can be categorized into one of the follow-

ing: 1) centrally managed or 2) uncoordinated [1]. Centrally

managed deployments are usually seen in places such as

university campuses, offices or airports where all access points

(AP) and associated clients are managed by a central entity.

On the other hand, uncoordinated WLANs operate in the

absence of a central control and are typical in places such

as residential neighborhoods or private hotspots managed by

different service providers (e.g., restaurants, coffee shops,

etc.). Successful deployment in either case requires efficient

mechanisms for addressing performance issues such as exces-

sive interference which usually translates into low throughputs.

In the literature, several techniques have been proposed to

address such performance issues. In particular, association

control (or load balancing), in which a central entity associates

(respectively, disassociates) clients with (respectively, from)

APs in order to balance traffic in a network, is usually

proposed for the centrally managed deployments [2]. Proposed

for the uncoordinated deployments, on the other hand, are

such techniques as power control [3], [4] and careful carrier-

sensing [5], in which transmission power is dynamically tuned,

and unnecessary carrier sensing is avoided, respectively. One
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Fig. 1. Typical Infrastructure-based IEEE 802.11 WLAN.

other technique that is extensively considered and applicable

to both centrally managed and uncoordinated environments is

channel assignment, in which a frequency channel is assigned

to each AP for use for a certain duration of time. In this

article, we present a survey on recent developments in such

channel assignment technique. We identify and discuss several

major approaches applicable to either deployment scenario.

Subsequently, a qualitative comparison is made among these

approaches. Some comments on current practice in channel as-

signment are also presented. Finally, future research directions

are outlined as a conclusion to this survey. In the following

section we describe the system under consideration.

II. SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION

A. Network Topology

This survey focuses only on an IEEE 802.11WLAN with an

infrastructure network topology as shown in Fig. 1, where APs

and clients resort to existing communication infrastructures

such as legacy LAN to facilitate their communication. A fixed

AP operating on a certain channel interconnects its associated

clients to the infrastructure. All communication activities must

be facilitated via this AP. A single instance of such a topology

is referred to as a basic service set (BSS) or cell. If more BSSs

exist in the same infrastructure, the system is referred to as

an extended service set (ESS). In this survey, we focus on

either a single ESS managed by one particular administrator,

or multiple ESSs each managed by a different administrator.
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Fig. 2. 802.11 channels in the 2.4 GHz ISM band.

B. Channelization

Currently, two unlicensed frequency spectrum bands are

available for use in IEEE 802.11 WLANs: 1) 2.4 GHz Indus-

trial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band, and 2) 5 GHz Un-

licensed National Information Infrastructure (UNII) band, [6]

and [7]. While the legacy IEEE 802.11 and enhanced IEEE

802.11b/g WLANs operate on the 2.4-GHz band, the IEEE

802.11a WLANs employ the 5-GHz band. Both bands are

available internationally. The number of allowable channels

however varies from country to country due to each country’s

regulations on radio spectrum allocation. In particular, while

most European countries and Australia allow channels 1 up

to 13 in the 802.11b/g band, most North, Central and South

American countries only allow up to channel 11 in the

same band [8]. In Japan, all 14 channels are allowed. These

regulations are however subject to change.

As shown in Fig. 2, the 2.4-GHz band consists of 14

overlapping channels each of which occupies a bandwidth of

22 MHz. Due to the spectral overlaps of channels within this

band, the standard also specifies the allowable levels of power

overlaps between overlapping channels. Specifically, as shown

in Fig. 3, the signal must drop 30 dB and 50 dB below its

peak power when operating at ±11 MHz and ±22 MHz apart

from the center frequency, respectively [6].

The 5-GHz UNII band contains three subbands referred

to as low, middle, and high, each of which contains four

non-overlapping channels as shown in Fig. 4. Each channel

occupies a bandwidth of 20 MHz. Currently, the 5 GHz

band is still significantly less populated than the 2.4 GHz

band because 1) 802.11a equipments are not so widespread

as 802.11b/g equipment, and 2) due to the higher frequency,

802.11a signals cannot penetrate as far as 802.11b/g signals

and are absorbed more readily by obstacles. As in the 2.4 GHz

band, the power spectrum mask is also specified in the 5-GHz

band [8]. This is shown in Fig. 5 where the signal must drop

20 dB, 28 dB, and 40 dB at 11 MHz, 20 MHz, and 30 MHz

apart from the center frequency, respectively.

C. Medium Access Control

To accommodate multiple clients in a WLAN, a mode

of contention-based medium access called distributed co-

ordination function (DCF) is employed [6]. DCF uses the

carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)

technique in which a station, either an AP or its respective

associated clients, senses the wireless medium for transmis-

sion opportunity. If the medium is idle, the station starts its

transmission. Otherwise, it backs off and waits for a random

period of time before contending again for the medium.

In case two stations sense an idle channel and start their

transmissions simultaneously, collision is said to occur. If

collided, both stations will have to back off for a random

period of time and then retry, reducing the probability of

further collision. In order to lower the collision probabil-

ity, clients may adopt an optional handshake-based medium

access mechanism known as Request-To-Send/Clear-To-Send

(RTS/CTS) signaling. Prior to transmitting packets, a station

broadcasts an RTS packet to reserve the medium. If the

medium is idle, the destination responds with a CTS signal.

The station then seizes the medium and starts transmitting.

III. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT AND AP PLACEMENT IN

IEEE 802.11 WLANS

A. Channel Assignment

We now define channel assignment in the context of IEEE

802.11 WLANs. Consider a WLAN consisting of a set of

k APs pre-installed in a given geographical area as shown in

Fig. 1. Each AP supports all wireless clients residing in a BSS.

A pool of j channels, either overlapping or non-overlapping,

is available for this WLAN (see Figs. 2 and 4). Channel

assignment is then defined as a strategy in which one of the j

channels is allocated to each AP such that the interference

generated as a result of such assignment is minimized. In

other words, capacity required to handle the traffic load gen-

erated by stations (APs and clients) within the WLAN should

be maximized as a result of such channel assignment. All

the existing channel assignment strategies considered in this

survey are developed based on this underlying concept. The

formulation of all the channel assignment schemes are based

on optimization theory. The way interference is modeled,

however, differs from one scheme to another.

To give an example, let us consider Fig. 1. Each BSS has

different coverage. Assuming that only three non-overlapping

channels from the 2.4-GHz band are used, one simple solution

for assigning channels to APs in Fig.1 would be to assign

channel 1, 6, 11 and 1 to AP1, AP2, AP3 and AP4, respec-

tively. In this case, there would be no interference. Possibly,

one could assign channel 6, 1, 11 and 6 to AP1, AP2, AP3 and

AP4, respectively. In reality, the system is more complicated,

of course, with many more APs or BSSs coexisting either

in the same management domain (centrally managed) or in

different management domains (uncoordinated). In this survey,

we identify and explain channel assignment schemes that fall

into one of these two categories: 1) centrally managed and 2)

uncoordinated.

B. AP Placement

We define AP placement as a strategy in which APs are

assigned and installed to particular geographical locations so
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as to provide maximum radio coverage to clients subject to

certain QoS requirements. Such a strategy is usually performed

during the initial phase of network planning and coupled

with most channel assignment strategies developed specifi-

cally for a centrally managed network. In an uncoordinated

network, however, AP placement completely disappears from

the framework of channel assignment due to the lack of any

centralized control over all APs managed by different network

administrators. In this case, AP locations are simply taken as

given and the focus is only on channel assignment.

IV. CHALLENGES IN CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT IN IEEE

802.11 WLANS

In most cases, channel assignment is more complicated than

the example given in the previous section, especially when

the number of BSSs and clients grows. Reusing channels in

a WLAN is more challenging compared to that in a cellular

network whose coverage area is typically well planned and has

Fig. 6. Effect of CSMA/CA on Channel Assignment.

regular cell shapes. Such regularity does not exist in WLANs

whose deployment is usually done indoor, where building lay-

out and construction materials usually complicate the coverage

areas, and have a significant effect on the overall network
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performance. Moreover, as WLAN deployments start to move

outdoor (e.g., metropolitan hotspots in big cities), WLANs will

most likely experience the same network dynamics as cellular

networks. Even worse is the situation where cell coverage

cannot be planned or controlled at all, i.e., uncoordinated

environments.

Even though geographically disjoint cell coverage can be

planned in such area, as shown in Fig. 6, inevitable co-

channel (or adjacent-channel) interference still remains due to

the nature of CSMA protocol. To illustrate this, let us consider

Fig. 6. Due to disjoint coverage, both APs can be assigned the

same channel. Client 1 and Client 2 are associated with AP1

and AP2, respectively. Client 1 sitting at the boundaries of both

cells is however within the transmission ranges of both AP1

and AP2. Assume further that AP2 is transmitting to Client

2. Even though the channel assigned to AP1 is idle, Client 1,

who wants to transmit to AP1, will always sense the channel

as busy because AP2’s transmission interferes with Client 1’s

sensing. Client 1 will have to defer its transmission, just as

it would when its own channel is busy. Similarly, suppose

Client 1 is transmitting to AP1, and at the same time the

channel assigned to AP2 is idle. Even residing outside AP1’s

coverage, Client 2, who wants to transmit to AP2, suffers from

co-channel interference from Client 1’s transmission because

Client 2 is in the transmission range of Client 1 (not drawn).

Therefore, both random channel access mechanisms and ran-

dom locations of clients complicate channel assignment in

WLANs. Also, the mobility of the clients [10] should be

considered for efficient channel allocations.

Finally, channel assignment techniques as employed in

cellular mobile systems cannot be applied directly in WLAN

scenarios. In cellular networks, data traffic and control sig-

naling traffic are usually carried in separate channels. That is,

while a certain set of channels is devoted to data transmission,

a common channel is usually used to convey control infor-

mation (e.g., information related to channel assignment and

reassignment) within the network. Various channel assignment

strategies in the cellular domain are designed and implemented

just around this concept [9]. In WLANs, however, both data

and control traffic have to share the same channel. For

more information on classical frequency assignment problems

appeared in wireless communication systems as early as 1960,

interested readers are referred to a classic paper by Hale [11].

V. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEMES IN CENTRALLY

MANAGED ENVIRONMENTS

We describe channel assignment schemes as applied to

a centrally managed network in this section. In a centrally

managed network, there exists a central entity that decides and

assigns a channel to each AP such that a certain performance

metric of the network is optimized. A typical metric of interest

is interference, which usually translates to a capacity measure.

In addition to channel assignment, the placement of APs

may also be controlled by this central entity to maximize the

radio coverage of the network. Two sub-categories of channel

assignment schemes as applied to a centrally managed network

are in order: 1) channel assignment with AP placement and

2) channel assignment without AP placement.

The first sub-category reflects the early developments in

this field, which usually assume that a network administrator

has complete control over the placement of APs and the

assignment of channels to APs. This assumption makes sense

as, in the early days, WLANs were meant to provide data

communications only within organizations, just like a typical

legacy LAN does. Deployment of WLANs in nearby sites, if

there exist any at all, is thus not much of a concern. The main

challenge the schemes under this sub-category try to address

is how to overcome the irregularity in cell shapes of BSSs as

well as the varying traffic demands over a given area, by means

of channel assignment and AP placement (This is actually

the first challenge mentioned in Section IV). One common

requirement of the schemes under this sub-category is thus

an accurate estimation of traffic demands in a given area to

which APs are to be installed. The way each scheme estimates

and exploits the traffic demands however differs from scheme

to scheme. We describe each scheme in this sub-category in

Section V-A.

On the other hand, the approaches under the second sub-

category ignore the placement of APs and focus only on

channel assignment. The main challenge these approaches try

to address is the interference induced by MAC contention,

which is the second challenge, and partly the third challenge,

described in Section IV. While [12] focuses only on the

interference induced by MAC contention among APs only,

the recent approaches ([13] and [14]) take into account the

interference induced by MAC contention among APs and

clients. We describe each scheme under this sub-category in

Section V-B.

A. Channel Assignment with AP Placement

1) Traditional Approach: In the first generation WLANs,

the channel assignment problem is usually solved as part

of the initial network planning. That is, assigning channels

to APs is performed after the possible AP locations are

determined. In specifying the trial locations of APs, network

parameters and requirements such as mobility, user population,

surrounding physical infrastructure, prospective applications,

and security levels are taken into consideration [15]. After that,

the planning design is refined via a site survey which usually

involves measuring signal levels at various traffic demand

locations to generate a radio coverage layout and optimal AP

locations. Implicitly, the site survey helps to discover actual

unforeseen interference and re-adjust the channel assignment,

and perhaps, AP locations accordingly. Using this approach,

the work in [16] treats the channel assignment problem as a

map coloring problem in which each AP represents a vertex

and a non-overlapping channel a color. Its objective is to assign

one of the non-overlapping channels to an AP such that the co-

channel coverage overlap between adjacent cells is minimized.

The scheme recommends no specific map coloring algo-

rithm to use, but does suggest that channel assignment be

done first for those areas with high traffic demand followed

by those with light traffic. In the high traffic demand areas,

multiple channels are usually provided through multiple APs

located densely close to one another to boost network capacity.

For example, three APs with three non-overlapping channels
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(1, 6, and 11) may be provided to support traffic in a small but

busy conference room. With all the high traffic demand areas

covered, subsequent channel assignment to those APs located

in the adjacent, light traffic areas can now be performed by

taking into consideration co-channel signal spillovers from

those APs situated in the high traffic areas. These spillovers

thus represent (co-channel) interference which in turn creates

a co-channel coverage overlap - a quantity this scheme aims

to minimize.

One other work similar to this approach can be found

in [17], where the real experience on WLAN design and

capacity planning is reported.

2) Integer Linear Programming Approach: In [18], the

problems of channel assignment and AP placement are solved

simultaneously by using Integer Linear Programming (ILP).

The approach considers not only radio coverage but also

load balancing among APs because the authors argue that

the number of active wireless clients connected to the APs

affects network performance. That is, traffic congestion at the

APs degrades the network performance such as throughput.

The basic idea is therefore to distribute clients to the APs

in a WLAN such that congestion at APs is minimized.

Correspondingly, the throughput is maximized.

A floor plan is assumed to consist of traffic demand points,

each of which is given an expected traffic demand volume. A

set of AP candidate locations is also given. If a signal from

the AP to the demand point is above a certain threshold, an

edge is drawn between a traffic demand point and a particular

AP. Similarly, an edge is drawn between two APs, whenever

they are within a co-channel interference distance defined as

a transmission range at which, if assigned the same channel,

these two APs can interfere to some extent with one another.

The objective is to minimize the maximum channel utilization

(a measure of congestion) at each AP, while keeping a certain

level of traffic demand satisfied at each demand point. Each

demand point is assigned to exactly one AP. If at least one

demand point is assigned to an AP, that AP will be included

in the solution set. If an edge exists between two APs, each

AP will be assigned a different non-overlapping channel.

As mentioned earlier, the goal is to distribute clients

throughout the network such that the overall network through-

put is maximized. This requires an accurate network layout

containing the descriptions of demand points with estimated

traffic, client distribution, and received signal levels at each

demand location. In general, since such a network layout is

very dynamic, new assignment of demand points to APs and

channels to APs is necessary. The new assignment however

may cause a certain amount of disruption to client traffic. The

authors propose another ILP that aims to minimize the amount

of client traffic disruption due to the new assignment process,

while maintaining the resulting channel utilization below that

of the previous assignment.

3) Priority-Map Approach: In [19], the channel assignment

problem is solved in tandem with the AP placement problem.

A floor plan of interest is first divided into pixels. Each

pixel is prioritized based on its traffic requirements, i.e.,

how much capacity the pixel may need and for how long.

A highest-priority pixel is thus designated as one having

highest demand of capacity and availability, and similarly a

lowest-priority pixel having lowest demand of capacity and

availability. Intermediate levels of priority are possible1.

With the priority map created, the strategy is to first come up

with a set of possible AP locations which can provide adequate

radio coverage to every pixel of the floor plan. Adequate cov-

erage here means a minimum level of capacity and availability

required by each pixel. To achieve this, a wave propagation

prediction model such as a ray tracing technique can be used to

predict the coverage area generated by each candidate AP. As

can be expected, more than one set of possible AP locations

may result from this process. For each set of possible AP

locations, the next step is to eliminate those APs which create

unacceptably large coverage overlap2 between their adjacent

neighbors, provided that adequate capacity and availability

are still supplied to every pixel affected by this elimination.

To quantify this overlap, the mean difference between the

received power of two adjacent APs is used. That is, if the

difference in received power averaged over every pixel in the

overlap area falls below a certain threshold, one of the APs

should be eliminated. This step thus eliminates the possible

interference created by the radio coverage overlap of adjacent

APs.

After the above elimination process, the channel assign-

ment is now applied to each set of possible AP locations.

The assignment starts in a greedy manner in which a non-

overlapping channel is assigned first to the AP that covers the

area (a group of pixels) with highest priority. The assignment

process always continues to the next AP which exhibits the

lowest signal propagation pathloss (i.e., the lowest amount

of signal power drop) with respect to the previous AP. In

other words, continue with the AP which might have caused

greatest interference if assigned the same channel. Another

non-overlapping channel is then assigned to this AP. The pro-

cess continues until the number of non-overlapping channels

is exhausted. At this point, the process may follow one of the

two proposed algorithms. In the first algorithm called Mutual

Interference Algorithm, the carrier-to-interference ratios (CIR)

of the signals from all the APs already assigned a channel are

evaluated at the next AP. The channel (or carrier) whose signal

is received with the lowest CIR is then assigned to this AP.

The process continues to the next of remaining APs and so

on.

In the second algorithm called Received Power Algorithm,

after the number of non-overlapping channels is exhausted,

the received power of the signals from all the APs already

assigned a channel is evaluated at the next AP. The channel

whose signal is received with the lowest power is then

assigned to this AP. The process continues to the next of

remaining APs and so on. The final solution is that set of AP

locations (with channel assignment) which gives the highest

value to the following objective function:

f = wcirAcir + wcovAcov, (1)

where Acir and Acov are the mean CIR and received power

1Note that, since in practice traffic demand at a particular pixel may vary
from time to time, this prioritization of pixels can only serve as a rough
estimate of traffic requirements in a long run.
2Overlap is defined as a common area covered by two or more adjacent

APs.
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averaged over all the pixels in the floor, respectively. wcir and

wcov are the respective weighing factors. While the first term

in (1) represents the capacity requirement, the second term

serves as the radio coverage measure.

4) Patching Algorithm: AP placement and channel assign-

ment are jointly optimized in [20]. The objective is to jointly

maximize throughput and fairness among wireless clients.

Uplink traffic is considered. The throughput is estimated for

each client based on [21] in which the throughput expression

is only valid for clients residing in a single cell (or BSS)

and depends only on the number of clients within that cell.

The estimated throughput used in this approach is however

extended to include the effect of co-channel interference

generated by neighboring cells. Precisely, the throughput of

client i depends not only on the number of wireless clients
within its cell but also on a metric called the number of its

restrainers. Restrainers of client i are defined as those clients
residing in client i’s neighboring cells, whose transmission
can cause enough co-channel interference for client i to sense
its own channel busy. The higher the metric, the lower the

throughput that client i will experience. The assignment of
channels to client i’s neighboring cells (APs) thus affects
client i’s throughput. The objective function is calculated as
the product of the sum of these estimated throughputs (i.e.,

aggregate throughput) and the fairness index. The fairness

index captures the deviations of the individual estimated

throughputs from one client to another. The fairness index

is calculated as follows:

F =
(
∑N

i Thi)
2

N ×
∑N

i (Thi)2
, (2)

where N is the total number of clients in the network and Thi

is the throughput of client i. Clearly, the fairness index is one
if all the clients have exactly the same throughput, whereas

the index approaches 1/N when the individual throughputs

are heavily unbalanced.

A unique global optimal solution involves high computa-

tional complexity. A heuristic algorithm called Patching is

thus proposed. The algorithm starts with a set of candidate

AP locations on the floor plan, and a set of non-overlapping

channels. The algorithm then tests to see which AP assigned

to which channel yields the largest value of the objective

function. Such an AP with an appropriate channel is then

selected, placed (or patched) on the floor, and removed from

the candidate set. The process repeats with the remaining

AP candidates and the same set of non-overlapping channels

until a pre-determined number of APs is reached. In each

iteration, since a newly placed AP may cause some clients

to re-associate with it, the individual estimated throughputs of

those clients affected by this re-association will change and

should be re-estimated accordingly.

5) Coverage-Oriented Approach: In [22], AP placement

and channel assignment are optimized both sequentially and

jointly. Using the integer linear programming model, the

objective of the AP placement problem is to maximize the

total throughput over all the service area while satisfying the

specified number of APs. The net throughput function is ob-

tained by fitting the throughput measurements to a polynomial

function as the received signal power varies. The measure-

ments are performed using a specialized network performance

tool which measures the average downlink data throughput

while streaming TCP traffic from an AP to only one active

client who sits at the various locations or pixels of the entire

coverage area. The received signal power level associated with

each throughput measurement is then recorded. Given the net

throughput function, the AP placement problem is formulated

as:

max[Σa,jΦ(pr
aj)xaj ], (3)

where Φ(pr
aj) is the net throughput function which depends on

received signal strength pr
aj at pixel j located at some distance

away from AP a. The binary variable xaj is 1 if pixel j is
associated with AP a, and 0 otherwise. The above objective
function is evaluated such that each pixel is assigned to only

one AP, and the number of APs to be installed is specified

beforehand.

The objective of the channel assignment problem is to

minimize the physical overlapping area supported by the APs

operating on either the same channel or adjacent channels.

The overlap area metric is obtained by actually counting

the pixels that hear interfering transmissions from the other

neighboring APs. This metric therefore depends on a receive

sensitivity threshold defined for each pixel as the minimum

received signal power required for sensing a channel busy.

The objective function for the co-channel interference case is

as follows:

min[Σabvabwab], (4)

where vab is the number of pixels located between APs a
and b, and interfered by either a or b. The binary variable
wab is 1 if APs a and b operate on the same channel, and
0 otherwise. For the adjacent channel interference case, the
weighing factor which depends on channel distance between

two adjacent channels can be integrated into (4).

As mentioned earlier, both of the objectives shown in (3)

and (4) can be solved sequentially – AP placement followed

by channel assignment. For joint optimization, both objectives

are linearly combined. A weighting factor is used for each

objective to prioritize the two separate goals, i.e., to trade

off the total throughput against the channel overlapping area

which in turn represents interference. This weight is actually

a design parameter that, if chosen appropriately, can drive the

joint approach to outperform the sequential one in terms of

the net throughput and the amount of the physical overlapping

area. For a small number of APs, the problem can be solved

for optimality. For a larger network, the approach has to resort

to heuristic algorithms.

B. Channel Assignment without AP Placement

1) DSATUR - Vertex Coloring Based Approach: In graph

coloring, APs are treated as vertices of a graph, and a single

edge of the graph represents potential interference induced by

a pair of adjacent interfering APs. A set of colors corresponds

to a set of overlapping channels. The problem of frequency

assignment is then reduced to coloring the vertices such that

the number of colors used is minimal and no interfering

(connected) nodes have the same color. Optimal coloring is
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NP-hard. In [12], an algorithm based on the concept of a

saturation degree (so called DSATUR) is introduced to obtain

a sub-optimal solution. The saturation degree of a vertex is

defined as the number of differently colored vertices to which

the vertex is adjacent. These different colors used by the

neighboring vertices then constitute a set of non-admissible

colors for the vertex in question. The basic idea behind this

algorithm is to choose for each iteration a vertex with the

highest saturation degree and color it with the least admissible

color. For example, assume that AP i (vertex i) with the
highest saturation degree is surrounded by two APs one of

which is colored with color (channel) 1 and the other with

color (channel) 6. These two colors then constitute a set of

non-admissible colors for AP i. For non-overlapping 802.11b
channels, the next possible color (channel) that can be assigned

to AP i is therefore color (channel) 11 which is first on the
list of admissible colors. The coloring is greedy in the sense

that the first available color in the admissible set is always

selected. The algorithm continues in this manner until all the

vertices are colored.

Under this algorithm, construction of an accurate graph is

the key to the channel assignment. The Inter-AP Protocol

(IAPP) is then needed for APs to cooperate and construct such

a graph. One way of constructing such a graph is to have all

the APs in the service area listen to the beacons generated

by their neighboring APs. In the beacons, such information

as MAC addresses of their respective senders, signal-to-noise

ratios, and received signal strength can be extracted. After

identifying its neighbors, each AP sends this information to

the other APs in the network via a distribution system such as

a legacy LAN. The algorithm then can be applied at any AP in

the network either periodically or whenever new information

about the network topology arrives. To make this cooperation

among APs possible, recommended practice is specified in the

802.11F.3 Similar approaches are reported in [24] and [25].

2) CFAssign-RaC: Conflict-free Set Coloring: With a de-

tailed definition and classification of channel interference, the

work in [13] solves the problem of channel assignment in

conjunction with the problem of load balancing. The authors

emphasize on the interference model that tries to capture

total interference as seen by clients while employing all the

available channels in a network. In effect, the model is able

to capture the so-called hidden interference not seen from

the AP perspective. In this model, interference as seen by

clients is said to originate from two different sources, i.e., (1)

from those APs located within a communication range of the

client of interest, regardless of channel choices of operation,

and (2) from those stations, either APs or wireless clients (in

neighboring BSSs), located within a one-hop distance of the

AP-client link of interest. In both cases, the client is said to

suffer from channel conflict.

The main idea of this strategy is to assign channels to APs

so that the clients are distributed (associated to APs) in such

a way that conflict is minimized. Under this scheme, conflict

is used to denote scenarios where any two stations (APs or

clients) belonging to different BSSs interfere with each other

3Currently, the 802.11F standard has been administratively withdrawn, and
only the documentation on recommended practice is available [23].

by the virtue of sharing the same channel [13]. By this,

the problem of load balancing is implicitly addressed. Based

on this formulation, a centralized algorithm CFAssign-RaC

is proposed for channel assignment. The algorithm attempts

to maximize the number of clients with zero conflict. The

efficiency of the algorithm with respect to the number of

clients with zero conflict depends on how the range and the

interference sets formed by all the stations really reflect the

real channel conditions in the network. Thus, accurate site

reports consisting of the list of channels each client is able to

hear at its present location must be submitted by all the clients

to their respective APs either periodically or dynamically.
3) Measurement-Based Local-Coord: In this measurement-

based approach [14], the cost function is the weighted inter-

ference which captures interference as seen by both APs and

wireless clients in a local area network. To obtain such in-

terference, wireless clients are required to physically measure

the in-situ interference power on all the frequency channels

used in the network whenever their associated APs are idle.

The clients then average this measured interference power

over all the channels and report the metric to their respective

APs. The APs themselves also have to measure and average

this in-situ interference power. The weighted interference

now can be calculated for each BSS or cell. The weighing

factors may include such metrics as the average traffic volume

and average received signal power of the clients within the

cell. That is, higher traffic volume should contribute more to

the interference metric whereas higher received signal power

should contribute less because that implies higher tolerance to

interference.

Clearly, when one cell switches from channel k to operate
on channel k′, this cell itself and its neighbors who operate

on either k or k′ will see changes in their respective weighted

interference metrics. Based on these changes, the Local-Coord

algorithm is proposed. The basic idea is that a particular

cell switches from channel k to channel k′ if and only

if the switching does not increase the maximum weighted

interference seen by all the neighboring cells which operate on

either k or k′. This operation therefore implies that some kind

of coordination among the local cells is necessary. That is,

before this particular cell can switch to a new channel, it needs

to know the weighted interference metrics of its neighbors

who reside on channel k and k′. This process of channel

switching continues at different cells (APs) in the network

until the channel assignment converges.

One variant of this algorithm, called Global-Coord, triggers

a channel switching at an AP if and only if the overall co-

channel weighted interference, as defined for the Local-coord

algorithm, in a network operating on a new set of channels is

lower than that on a current set of channels. As a result, this

algorithm needs to be executed at a central agent that retrieves

interference information from all APs in the network.

VI. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEMES IN

UNCOORDINATED ENVIRONMENTS

Recently, IEEE 802.11 deployment has grown in an unco-

ordinated fashion, where hotspots and private WLANs man-

aged by different network administrators coexist in various

densities throughout the geographical area of interest, as
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Fig. 7. IEEE 802.11 WLAN hotspots in Chicago area (Courtesy of
www.wigle.net).

shown in Fig. 7. Taking the locations of APs as given,

recent developments then try to focus only on the channel

assignment problem and completely ignore the AP placement

problem. This concept of improving the network performance

by adjusting channel assignment alone is attractive, especially

in a residential environment where an ISP providing a man-

aged wireless service will likely have little control over the

locations of APs in different homes. Moreover, even if the

homeowners were open to having their APs moved, it would

be very expensive for the ISP to send out technicians to move

them. Several channel assignment strategies are developed just

around these constraints. The main feature of such strategies

in this category is the distributed execution in which channel

assignment is performed distributively by each AP instead of

a central controller.

A. Least Congested Channel Search (LCCS)

In Least Congested Channel Search (LCCS) [26], each AP

autonomously searches for the most lightly loaded channel,

e.g., the channel with the fewest number of wireless clients. It

switches to operate on that channel until the next scan finds a

less congested channel. To achieve this, an AP first scans each

channel for distinguishable beacons published by neighboring

APs, i.e., each distinguishable beacon corresponds to each

individual AP. Since each beacon contains information such

as the number of wireless clients associated with each AP, the

AP then determines from each beacon how many clients are

associated with each AP. After scanning all available channels,

the AP knows how many clients are associated with each

channel, and will choose to operate on the channel with the

fewest number of associated clients. When using this criterion

for channel assignment, the LCCS algorithm also implicitly

deals with load balancing with the assumption that every

wireless client carries the same amount of traffic. That is,

the higher number of associated clients indicates the higher

amount of traffic.

Instead of choosing the channel with the fewest number

of associated clients, [26] also suggests to use traffic-related

information, also obtained from beacons, in choosing a chan-

nel for an AP. In this case, the AP will “choose to operate

on the channel with the least amount of traffic, irrespective

of how many clients are associated with [26]. Such traffic-

related information may include the average number of packets

handled by an AP during, say, the past 5 minutes. Finally, it

should be noted that these specific fields of a beacon frame,

specifying the number of wireless clients associated with each

AP and the average amount of traffic, are proprietary to Cisco.

B. MinMax Approach

In the MinMax scheme [27], a channel assignment problem

is treated from the AP point of view based on the assumption

that too heavily loaded APs to which certain channels are

assigned can potentially degrade the network performance. A

set of APs is assumed to be installed in an area of interest.

Only downlink traffic is considered. The objective function is

an AP’s effective channel utilization defined as the fraction

of time a channel assigned to an AP is used for transmission

by the AP, or is sensed busy because of interference from its

co-channel neighbors. In the proposed strategy, two classes

of neighboring interferers are considered. For each AP i, co-
channel APs are said to be in a class-1 interferer set Ci(1) if
their interfering signals are above a certain threshold that can

cause enough interference for AP i to sense its channel busy.
A class-2 interferer set Ci(2) is defined as a set of pairs of
co-channel interfering APs in which transmission by any pair

of APs in the set can cause enough interference for AP i to
detect its channel busy. To determine these interferer sets, the

estimation of signal propagation pathloss between each pair

of APs is required. Given Ci(1), Ci(2), N non-overlapping

channels and fixed traffic load ρi at each AP i, the effective
utilization is calculated as Eq. (5), where xij = 1 if channel
j is assigned to AP i.
The objective of this approach is to minimize the maximum

effective channel utilization at the most heavily loaded AP,

given a different fixed traffic load at each AP. The problem is

shown to be NP-complete. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to

minimize this effective channel utilization of the most heavily

loaded AP. Starting with a random channel assignment to all

the APs in the network, the algorithm randomly readjusts the

channel assignment of the bottleneck AP’s interfering neigh-

bors (those in Ci(1) and Ci(2)) such that the effective channel
utilization of the bottleneck AP is minimized, resulting in a

least congested network. Being heuristic-based, the algorithm

does not guarantee to give optimal solutions, especially in a

large WLAN with several tens of APs. The algorithm can be

applied after the initial locations of APs are determined.

C. MinMax II Approach

Based on the static model in [27], the strategy [28] attempts

to assign channels in an adaptive manner to a set of APs such
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Ui = ρi +

N
∑

k=1

xik

⎛

⎝

∑

j=Ci(1)

ρjxjk +
∑

(m,n)=Ci(2)

ρmρnxmkxnk

⎞

⎠ (5)

that the maximum channel utilization at the most overloaded

AP is minimized, for a given traffic load and an interfering

set of APs. An interfering set for an AP is defined as the co-

channel neighbors of this AP, whose transmissions can cause

enough interference for this AP to sense its channel busy.

Unlike [27], the channel utilization in [28] is formulated based

on a dynamic MAC model found in [29], where the estimated

number of active clients (i.e., including those clients associated

with the AP of interest and those under the neighboring co-

channel APs) is taken into account. The channel assignment

algorithm is similar to the one in [27], but it is dynamic in

the sense that the estimation of the number of active clients

is done in real-time for each channel adjustment (assignment)

period, and as a result of new channel assignment, a check

on the network performance against some predefined QoS

threshold is invoked at the end of the algorithm. To ensure

quick convergence and to avoid infinite looping, an optimal

channel switching is derived based on a Markov state tran-

sition diagram. Each AP optimizes its channel assignment

simultaneously and independently without relying on inter-

AP communication. The optimal solution exists for a small

scale network. For a larger network, the proposed strategy

may not be scalable. Another approach similar to that in [28]

is proposed in [30].

D. Hminmax/Hsum - Weighted Coloring Approach

In [31], frequency assignment is modeled as a minimum-

sum weighted vertex coloring problem in which different

weights are put on interference edges. Looking at interference

from the clients’ perspective, this approach attempts to mini-

mize the maximum interference as seen by clients in all com-

mon interfering regions. This interference is captured through

two functions: interference factor and weight functions. While

the interference-factor accounts for the amount of channel

overlapping between two interfering APs, the weight can

represent the number of clients confined in a common region

of these two interfering APs. Mathematically, the objective is

to minimize the maximum product of the interference-factor

and weight function, which is referred to as the I-value.

Based on this objective, two algorithms are proposed:

Hminmax and Hsum. Requiring no coordination among APs,

the Hminmax algorithm attempts to minimize the maximum

interference weight among those edges connecting directly to

a vertex (AP) of interest. Each AP executes the algorithm

locally and independently in a periodic manner. Due to this

distributed nature, Hminmax is most suited for co-existing

WLANs managed by different administrators. In Hsum, APs

are required to transmit their interference metrics to their

AP peers. In this way, each AP can have a global view of

the network topology. The maximum weighted interference is

then minimized by Hsum in a global sense. Due to the IAPP

requirements, Hsum is only suitable for WLANs supervised

by the same administrator. In terms of net throughput, Hsum

is shown to outperform Hminmax.

E. Pick-Rand and Pick-First Approach

In [32], the objective is to assign overlapping channels to

APs in such a way that minimizes the total weighted inter-

ference as seen by each AP. Such interference is weighted by

the so-called overlapping channel interference factor, the AP

transmit power, and the path-loss between two interfering APs.

The overlapping channel interference factor indicates how

much two interfering channels are overlapped in frequency.

Each AP independently runs the algorithm that minimizes

such interference, either in a periodic manner or whenever the

interference rises above a specified level. Two versions of the

algorithm are proposed for breaking ties between channels that

give the same interference: Pick-Rand and Pick-First. While

Pick-Rand randomly picks a channel for assignment, Pick-

First simply picks the first channel of the ascendingly ordered

channel list.

F. Pick-Rand and Pick-First II Approach

As an extension to [32], the work in [33] incorporates the

load balancing problem into the channel assignment frame-

work. Wireless clients are initially characterized by their data

rate requirement, hence signal strength. The AP then can

decide to dis-associate (break a connection with) its clients

through the reduction of its transmit power of beacon packets,

whenever it becomes overly congested. Those clients whose

data rates cannot be supported will eventually turn away

and re-associate to a new AP that can accommodate their

traffic requirements. A congestion indicator in this scheme

is defined as the ratio of aggregate data rates, required by all

currently associated clients, to the AP’s available bandwidth.

Mathematically, this problem is modeled as an ILP whose

objective is to minimize the maximum congestion at the

most congested AP. Once the optimal power levels and user

associations are obtained, the channel assignment problem

as formulated in [32] is invoked and directly solved without

resorting to a heuristic. A similar approach can be found in

[34].

G. Channel Hopping Approach

In [1], a distributed channel assignment algorithm based on

the concept of channel hopping is specifically proposed for

an uncoordinated WLAN. In particular, each AP is assigned a

unique sequence of channels, and hops through this sequence

over time so as to average out the throughputs of all APs in a

long run. This is illustrated by an example shown in 8. Each

AP is within the transmission ranges of three other APs. The
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AP1

AP3

AP2

AP4

AP1= { 1, 6, 6, 11, 6, 6}

AP2= { 6, 1, 6, 6, 1, 1}

AP3= { 11, 1, 11, 1, 11, 6}

AP4= { 11, 11, 1, 11, 1, 11}

Fig. 8. Interfering APs and their Channel Hopping Sequence.

sequence assigned to each AP is also shown in Fig. 8. Each

AP hops to the next channel at the end of each time slot.

Suppose that only three non-overlapping channels, namely,

1, 6 and 11, are available for assignment, and that each AP

always has data to transmit. The goal is to average out the

throughputs of all APs in a long run. In the first time slot,

AP3 and AP4 are assigned the same channel. Due to MAC

contention, their normalized throughputs are therefore 0.5

each, while the throughputs of AP1 and AP2 are 1 each. In the

second time slot, AP2 and AP3 are interfering. Their resulting

throughputs are 0.5 each, and those for AP1 and AP4 are 1

each. Continuing in this manner, every AP will have the equal

throughput of 0.75 at the end of the sixth time slot. Long-

term fairness is then captured by this approach. The main

requirement of this approach is the common notion of time

among all APs. In other words, every AP must synchronize to

the same clock so that channel hopping is performed by each

AP at the same instant.

H. Measurement-based No-Coord

This is another variation of Measurement-based Local-

Coord proposed to avoid the requirement of inter-cell coor-

dination. The formulation is similar to that of Measurement

based Local-Coord, but the algorithm itself is greedy in the

sense that channel switching is based only on its own weighted

interference. That is, each cell switches to operate on another

channel if and only if the new weighted interference calculated

based on the new channel is lower than the previous one.

VII. COMPARISON AMONG VARIOUS CHANNEL

ASSIGNMENT SCHEMES

We provide a summary of the various channel assignment

schemes in Table I. Various aspects are considered: 1) how

often channel assignment is triggered (static or adaptive),

2) to which type of deployment a channel assignment is

applicable (uncoordinated or centrally managed), 3) the type

of frequency channels used (overlapping or non-overlapping

channels), 4) the procedure in obtaining channel assignment

solutions (heuristic or integer linear programming), 5) from

which perspective interference is modeled (from AP’s or

clients’ point of view), 6) whether inter-AP communication

is needed as part of channel assignment, and 7) whether a

scheme is scalable (i.e., whether a solution exists for relatively

large networks). According to Table I, all the static schemes

rely on a centralized control, while the adaptive schemes reside

on both centrally managed and uncoordinated deployments.

The solutions for the static schemes are usually executed only

once, so that their complexity is of little concern. When the

planning is done, the channels are established for long term

use. Most schemes consider non-overlapping channels while

the new trend tries to utilize both non-overlapping channels

and overlapping ones [35]. Due to high computational com-

plexity, most schemes resort to heuristic solutions. While the

early schemes view interference only from the AP’s point

of view, recent schemes try to model interference also from

clients’ perspectives. As can be expected, all the channel

assignment schemes in the uncoordinated environments are

scalable due to their distributed execution whereas those in

the centrally managed environments are not because of their

privileged centralized control.

In addition, the comparison among relevant schemes in

terms of performance is highlighted as follows. Recently, it

has been reported that the fully distributed Channel Hopping

approach [1] outperforms LCCS [26] in terms of fairness

(measured by Jain’s index) and throughput by 42% and

30%, respectively. Its performance is however comparable to

the fully centralized CFAssign-Rac approach [13]. Further,

CFRacAssign [13] is shown to outperform both the weighted

coloring (Hminmax/Hsum) [31] and LCCS [26] approaches in

terms of application-level throughput and percentage of MAC

collisions. The weighted coloring (Hminmax/Hsum) [31] in

turn outperforms LCCS [26] in terms of throughput. It is

also reported that the measurement-based Local-Coord algo-

rithm [14] gives higher average throughput than the CFRa-

cAssign [13], with the price in signaling overhead to pay.

Compared to the classical cellular results, the optimal channel

assignment obtained from the MinMax approach [27] is also

shown to match that for the cellular network with a frequency

reuse factor of three for small networks. However, only

suboptimal assignment is obtained when the proposed scheme

is applied to large networks (≥ 111 APs). Similar results

are also reported in [28], [30], where the overall network

throughput is also shown to improve over that of the random

channel assignment by 65%. Compared to the random channel

assignment scheme, the Vertex Coloring approach [24], [25],

[12] is shown to give higher UDP/TCP aggregate network

throughput, especially when the number of APs increases. The

Coverage-Oriented approach [22] is also shown to outperform

a random channel assignment scheme and sequential network

planning approaches such as [16], [17], in terms of radio

coverage and average throughput. In [32], the Pick-Rand and

Pick-First approach is shown to outperform the worst-case

channel assignment scheme, in which all APs are assigned

the same channel, in terms of total interference by a factor of

four. In [20], the Patching algorithm slightly improves overall

throughput over both the ILP-based [18] and traditional [17]

approaches in terms of fairness (Jain’s index) and throughput.

Further, it has been shown that [33] improves over [18] in

terms of load distribution and interference reduction (as much

as 4%).

VIII. CURRENT PRACTICE IN CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT

Current practice in channel assignment for infrastructure-

based 802.11 networks is still far behind current research

described through several schemes in Sections V and VI.

Most Cisco AP products, for example, still employ LCCS in
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEMES IN 802.11 WLAN

Nature Deploy. Channel Solution Interf.

Schemes S
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ef
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s

Traditional x x x x x no no [16]
Priority-Map x x x x x no no [19]
MinMax x x x x x no no [27]
ILP-based x x x x x no no [18]
Patching x x x x x no no [20]
Cov.-oriented x x x x x no no [22]
Local-Coord x x x x x x yes no [14]
Global-Coord x x x x x x yes no [14]
No-Coord x x x x x x no no [14]
MinMax II x x x x x no no [28], [30]
Conflict Set x x x x x yes no [13]
LCCS x x x x x no yes [26]
DSATUR x x x x x yes yes [12]
Hsum x x x x x yes yes [31]
Hminmax x x x x x yes yes [31]
Pick-Rand/Pick-1st x x x x x yes yes [32]
Pick-Rand/Pick-1st II x x x x x no yes [33]
Channel Hopping x x x x x no yes [1]

randomly searching for least congested channels at power-

up or when the other parameters of radio interfaces are

changed [36]. (The operations of LCCS are described in

Section VI-A.) In LCCS, human intervention is still required

in specifying which channels to ignore or search on. In other

AP products, such automatic channel searching is not even

available, and it is left to users or network administrators

to manually assign channels to APs at the network planning

phase or at later stages. Although recent products such as

Cisco WLAN Controllers claim to use a more sophisticated

method [37] in assigning channels to APs, which takes into

account a variety of network dynamics such as AP received

energy, noise, interference, channel utilization and client load,

the centralized operations of the method however limit its

applicability only to centrally managed networks. Detailed

operations and implementation also are not available to public.

Another sophisticated method described in Section V-B2 and

reference [38] has also recently been illustrated to work well

in practice, but, to the best of our knowledge, has not yet

been implemented in real products. This method also suffers

from its centralized operations. Being centralized, both of

these methods are not applicable to uncoordinated networks

in places such as residential neighborhoods, public hotspots,

adjacent offices, etc. The recent trend in research then tends to

focus on channel assignment schemes that work distributively

across networks overseen by different network administrators,

and that require less human intervention. More detail on this

trend is given in the following section.

IX. CONCLUSION AND OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

Channel assignment is one mechanism to improve the

performance of WLANs. In this survey we have discussed

several existing channel assignment schemes applicable to

either centrally managed or uncoordinated environments. Sev-

eral possible future research directions and open issues with

regard to channel assignment in WLANs are outlined below:

• The research direction tends to shift toward adaptive

channel assignment in uncoordinated environments, in

which network dynamics is incorporated into the problem

formulation. The following system parameters need to

be considered: client locations, building layouts and AP

locations, time fluctuation of traffic demand of wire-

less clients at various locations, and application QoS

requirements. The challenge would be how to capture the

network dynamics as much as possible while maintaining

the complexity of implementation of channel assignment

algorithm at a practical level. Furthermore, when WLANs

are deployed in an uncoordinated fashion by different

network administrators, the scalability of the implemen-

tation of channel assignment algorithms becomes even

a more important issue. In such scenarios, a channel

assignment scheme of choice should be cooperative and

scalable enough to orchestrate channel switching across

the entire network without creating significant interfer-

ence to the neighbors. Being aware of the neighboring

networks located in different administrative domains, the

scheme should also be able to interact and exchange

necessary information (network topology, channels in

use, the number of clients, etc.) with its neighbors in

order to allocate appropriate channels to the APs.

• Continually monitoring the network dynamics, say on

a daily basis, at a particular location may lead to a

discovery of traffic pattern. Channel assignment can then

be performed at a particular location during a particular

period of time based on the prediction (or self-learning

experience) as well as the application requirements.

• The schemes discussed in this survey assume either

uplink or downlink traffic. To be more realistic, traffic in

both directions should be considered. This is reasonable

as peer-to-peer communications become more popular.
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• Implementation issues with regard to channel switching

should be considered. With current hardware, the time

required to switch a channel at an AP ranges from 100

us to 20 ms [1]. As an AP switches to operate on another

channel, its associated clients should then be notified

and/or handed over properly to another AP within this

time limit. Ongoing communications, especially delay-

sensitive applications, should be interrupted as least as

possible. The concepts of hard and soft handoffs as

employed in cellular networks could be developed. Also,

for feasible implementation, installing any new channel

assignment strategy in a network should result only in a

driver update at APs, but not major hardware changes.

• Additionally, all the schemes discussed thus far assume

fixed transmit power. In practice, this may not be the case

since transmit power may vary with channel conditions

and application QoS requirements (e.g., data rates). Joint

optimization of channel assignment and power control,

and cross-layer designs [39] may lead to more efficient

utilization of radio channels. With the growing demand

for multimedia contents in WLANs, channel assignment

that takes power control into consideration is an interest-

ing avenue for research.
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